The use of metallochromic Ca indicators in skeletal muscle.
Absorbance signals recorded with metallochromic indicators in skeletal muscle fibers show rapid time courses that probably closely track the fast kinetic process of Ca++ release and retrapping by the sarcoplasmic reticulum. However, the formation of more than one complex in cuvette calibrations, both for Arsenazo III (ArIII) and Antipyrylazo III (ApIII), suggest that care needs to be taken in the deconvolution of in vivo absorbance signals. Since the kinetic rate constants have not yet been obtained for these probes, attempts to deconvolute absorbance signals should be considered approximate. The evidence suggesting that more than one complex is formed during a skeletal muscle transient with ArIII is more compelling than for the case of ApIII. The differences between the ArIII and ApIII signals may not be readily explained assuming 1:1 dye:Ca complexation and kinetic differences between the probes. Competition for Ca++ with cell Ca buffers and/or multiple complex formation by at least one of these probes needs to be invoked. Based on a simple model to simulate the behavior of the Ca signals in muscle, it may be suggested that an ApIII-like probe would more closely track pCa changes in the fiber than would an ArIII-like probe, which would show more interference with intracellular buffers; an even higher affinity probe would tend to sense the total release of Ca by the SR.